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Internal Glazing Systems
Manhattan, New York, Partioning, Shopfronts
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Manhattan System
Concealed mechanism slider
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Manhattan System
Concealed mechanism slider Sliding glass doors provide huge space saving 

benefits, minimalist design and combined with 
proven roller technology, ensure that even large 

doors can be operated smoothly and with ease.

The doors are gently decelerated as well as 
being reliably held in both their closed and 

opened states by specially developed catch-
type buffers.

With clamp-type fittings, the need to drill 
and cut the glass is eliminated.
Fast, simple fitting, saving time and 
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Single leaf Þxed to outside of reveal

Double leaf Þxed to outside of reveal

Manhattan System
Concealed mechanism slider

Wall/Side Hung

Single leaf sliding + Fixed pane to inside of reveal

Double leaf sliding + 2x Fixed panes to inside of reveal

options to suite  all spaces



New York Slider
Track hanger sliding system Our frameless interior doors are the perfect 

solution for both designers and builders. With 
their sleek, contemporary appearance, they can 
be used in any type of home or building. We 
provide architects with a wide range of different 
design options — and since the doors don't need 
any visible hardware or frame, you won't have to 
sacrifice on aesthetics.

Actual product may vary from image

Frameless glass sliding doors offer the 
best solution for  a low maintenance 
solution that will not age and will retain 
its classic appearance for years to come.

Manufactured from stainless steel and available 
in satin steel finish or black with glass options to 
suit your needs we can offer designs to suit your 
space. 

With such high quality components these can 
also be used in wet room environments. 
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New York Slider
Track hanger sliding system

and Chrome

Available in Black



Partitions/Shopfronts
Patch Þttings Our frameless interior doors are the perfect 

solution for both designers and builders. With 
their sleek, contemporary appearance, they can 
be used in any type of home or building. We 
provide architects with a wide range of different 
design options — and since the doors don't need 
any visible hardware or frame, you won't have to 
sacrifice on aesthetics.

Frameless glass sliding doors offer the 
best solution for  a low maintenance 
solution that will not age and will retain 
its classic appearance for years to come.

With such high quality components these can 
also be used in wet room environments. 

Manufactured from stainless steel and available 
in satin steel finish or black with glass options to 
suit your needs we can offer designs to suit your 
space. 
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Stax Frameless Products

 

 

Frameless Stacking 
folding doors

Frameless 
Sliding doors

Frameless 
Sliding doors

Frameless 
Concertina doors

Frameless
Balustrades

Frameless
Showers

Internal 
Glazing

Unit 5, Oryx Park, 3 Tee Jay Street, Brackenfell

  

t: 021 203 4454              www.staxframeless.co.za                info@staxframeless.co.za

space - light - freedom - safety


